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This paper studies the design of time-invariant, finite-state decision devices 
for a class of compound hypothesis testing problems. The familiar minimax 
principle is adopted to define optimality, and the greatest lower bound for the 
probability of error achievable by m-state automata is derived. While there exist 
instances of compound problems where the above bound is only e-achievable, 
there also exist instances where the bound is achievable. Further, for certain 
compound hypothesis testing problems the minimax principle is too inclusive in 
the sense that even trivial automata can be minimax optimal. The automata 
displayed in this paper are not only minimax optimal but are also the best 
among minimax automata. Some compound hypothesis testing problems 
regarding the biases towards heads of two coins are also considered, and optimal 
automata re constructed. In all these cases, optimal automata require artificial 
randomization. Close-to-optimal deterministic automata re then constructed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let X" 1 , X 2 .... be a sequence of independent, identically distributed random 
variables with possible values H and T such that Pr(X~ = H) = p and 
Pr(Xi -= T) = 1 - -  p =- q. We consider the hypothesis test 
Ho :p  ~>Po vs. /-/1 :p  <~Pl ,  (1) 
where 1 > P0 > Pl > 0, and it is assumed that p cannot lie in the open interval 
(Pl, Po). We are interested in designing finite-memory decision devices for 
this problem, i.e., the decision maker is a finite-state stochastic automaton ~, 
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with inputs X'~, outputs d~ and state space S = {I, 2,.., m} such that T~, 
the state of the automaton at time n, changes according to the rule, 
r,~ = f(r ,~_~, X,~), T,~ E S, (2) 
and decision d n of the automaton at time n is 
d, = d(T~), d~ e {H0, H1}, (3) 
where functionsf and d are allowed to be stochastic. A state T o ~ S is designated 
the initial state, andf  and d describe the transition and output functions respec- 
pectively. The number of states, m, is a measure of the memory size of the 
automaton. It corresponds to log z m bits. 
For any given p and an automaton ~ the probability of error is defined to be 
P~(p, 6 )= E tlim 1_ L ei t, (4) 
(n~cv n i=1 
where e i z 0 or 1 according as d i is the correct decision or not. The expectation 
in (4) needs to be taken only if the automaton has absorbing states or classes of 
states. In what follows, if we restrict attention to irreducible automata the 
expectation operation will not be performed. Moreover, we need not even 
specify T o , the start state for such automata. 
A Bayesian approach will require us to treat the unknown p as a random 
variable with a known prior distribution and choose f and d so as to minimize 
the average probability of error. In this paper, we use the minimax principle 
and attempt to minimize 
Pc(s )  = sup P~(p, ~) (5) 
over all m-state automata. 
Compound hypothesis testing with finite memory is of importance not only 
due to its intrinsic interest, but because a solution to that problem is a stepping 
stone for the more general problem of finite memory estimation. Further, 
results on compound hypothesis testing are useful in solving the two-armed 
bandit problem (Lakshmanan and Chandrasekaran, 1978). In Section II, we 
present previous results on simple hypothesis testing. In Section I I I ,  the com- 
pound problem of interest is viewed as a collection of simple problems, which 
helps in the construction of optimal automata. In Section IV several related 
compound problems are studied. 
I I .  SIMPLE HYPOTHESIS TESTING 
Consider a simple 2-hypothesis testing problem of the form 
Ho : p -~ po vs. Hl  : p = pl  , 
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where 1 > Po > Pl > 0. Hellman and Cover (1970) solved this problem in 
a Bayesian formulation. Shubert (1974b) showed that the optimal automaton 
under the minimax formulation is identical to optimal Bayes automaton for the 
case of equal prior probabilities for the hypotheses. Defining Ps(z~) as the 
minimax error probabil ity associated with the automaton za, and 39* as the 
infimum over all m-state automata, 
where 
P*  - - in f  Ps(@ = [1 + 7(Po, Pl)('~-I)/~] -~, (7) 
7(po, pl) = poq,/p~%, (8) 
qo = l - -P0  and q l= 1 - -p l .  
There exists no automaton that achieves Ps* • An e-minimax optimal (or e-mini- 
max for short) class of automata can, however, be constructed. That is, for any 
e > 0, there exists an automaton z~, in this class for which Ps(z~,) <~ P* 4-, e. 
Fig. 1 depicts such an optimal class, where k should be set equal to 
k* = (popx/qoql)('~-l)/z. (9) 
Basically, the transitions are between adjacent states, input X = H leading 
towards the higher numbered states and X = T leading towards lower numbered 
states. The decision function is as follows: 
d(i) = H1,  i = 1, 
=Ho,  i=m.  
In states 2 to (m - -  1) the decision is H 0 or H 1 with equal probability. In the 
figures, this is denoted by simply writing H, without any subscripts. The 
transitions away from the extreme states | and m involve artificial randomization. 
I f  in state 1, the machine transits to state 2 on input X = H with a small 
probabil ity 3. In state m and for X = T it transits to state m - -  1 with probabil ity 
k3. The other transitions are deterministic. When k is set to k* given by (9) 
and as 8 --+ 0, the probabil ity of error approaches Ps* • 
H H H 
T T T 
d:  H~ H H • " " H H Ho 
Fro. 1. An E-minimax class of automata. Self transitions are deleted. In states 2 to 
(m -- 1) decision H stands for [to or Ht with equal probability. 
643/4o12-8 
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III. COMPOUND HYPOTHESIS TESTING 
We are now ready to consider the compound hypothesis testing of the form (1), 
i.e., 
Ho : p >/ po vs. Hl : p <~ pa , 
where 1 > Po > P~ > 0. Consider a collection of simple hypothesis testing 
problems, each member of the collection of the form, 
Ho:p=p2 vs. Hl :p=pz  , (10) 
where p~/> Po and Pz ~ Pl. In  order to emphasize tile dependence of Ps(~z)on 
P2 and Pz in a problem of the form (10), we expand the notation to Ps(zZ; p~, P3). 
The following lemma, whose proof is straightforward, allows us to view the 
compound problem in terms of a collection of simple hypothesis testing problems. 
LEMMA 1. Pc(s) defined in (5) is equal to the supremum of Ps(e; p~ , pz) over 
the collection of simple hypothesis testing problems of the form (10), i.e., 
Pale) = s~p Ps(e; h ,  P.). (11) 
From Section II, 
Ps(e; p,, p~) >~ [1 + {7(P,, p~)}~..-a~n]-~. 
This leads to 
sup Ps(zr; p~., Ps) >/ [1 q- {9'(P0, pl)}~,~-1)/2]-~, 
(~,~) 
Where y is the resolvability measure given in (8). 
Consideration of the class of automata in Fig. 1 with 
k = k* = (pop~/qoql) ~m-1)/2 
and 3 approaching 0 yields, 
P~ = inf sup P~(e; P2, P3) ----- [1 + {~'(P0, Px)}l/~(~-l)] -1. (12) 
(~2,.3) 
The collection of simple hypothesis problems also satisfies the following 
minimax theorem which is straightforward to prove and is required for later 
generalization i Section V. 
TI-moaEM 1. 
inf sup Ps(e; P2, P3) = sup inf Ps(~; P2, Pa)- (13) 
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For problem (1), an automaton ~ is minimax if Pc(s) = P*c. It can be seen 
that there exists no automaton realizing P*c, and thus only e-minimax automata 
can be constructed as in Fig. 1. This is due to the fact that problem (6) belongs 
to the collection of simple hypothesis testing problems generated by (1) and that 
there exist only e-minimax automata for problem (6). Observe that for the 
modified problem, 
Ho:p>p~ vs. Hl :p<p~ , 0 <p~ < 1, (I4) 
the derivation of PC* still remains valid withp0 = Pl = P4, and yields Pc* = 1/2. 
However, the automata in Fig. 1 with h set to (p~/q4) ~-1 are minimax optimal. 
In fact, while even a trivial automaton, say ~R, which chooses randomly between 
the hypotheses i minimax, the automata in Fig. 1 cause the least probability 
of error, for all p, among minimax automata. 
For notational clarity, let 
o~(p) = P~(p, **), if p > p~, i,e., if H o is true; (15) 
and 
~(P) = Pc(P, a.), if p < p , ,  i.e., i f / /1 is true. (t6) 
THEOREM 2. For any automaton that is minimax optimal, 
~(p) > [1 + (pqgm)m-Ij -1, (17) 
~(p) >~ [1%- (qp4/pq¢)~-q -1. (18) 
Further, the error probabilities of the minimax automata of Fig. I with 
h = (p4/q4) m-1 appraoch the lower bounds above for every value ofp as 3 --+ O. 
Proof. From the operating characteristic applicable to m-state automata 
derived by t-Iellman and Cover (1970), for values ofp > P4 and p'  < p~, 
~(p) 3(p') > {r(p, p')}-'m-l~(1 - ~(p))(1 - 3(p')). 09)  
By assmnption /9(p') ~ 1/2 and hence fl(p')/(1 --,8(p')) ~ 1. Therefore, for 
every value ofp '  < P4, ~(P) ~> [1%- (pq,/p,q),~-a]-l, i.e., 
~(p) >~ [1%- (pq~/paq),,,-,]-l. 
Bound (18) can be derived by a similar analysis. 
The fact that the automata in Fig. 1 achieve these lower bounds for every 
value of p in the limit as 8 -+ 0 can be checked by a straightforward analysis. 
Q.E.D. 
It must be stressed again that while there exist minimax automata for this 
problem, there does not exist an automaton that will achieve the lower bounds 
for all values ofp. The bounds can only be e-achieved, in the sense that automata 
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can be presented that achieve error probabilities arbitrarily close to the bound 
for any p. 
We conclude this section by presenting asymptotically optimal deterministic 
machines for compound hypothesis testing. These automata achieve zero 
probability or error as the number of states tends to infinity. Sagalowicz (1970) 
constructed eterministic automata for this problem but he only conjectured 
that his automata were asymptotically optimal. In what follows consider the 
problem, 
Ho : p > po vs. Hl : p < pl , 1 >p0~>Pl>0,  
of which (14) is a special case. The transition and decision functions of these 
automata re given in Fig. 2, with self-loops deleted. A simple analysis yields 
~(p) -- [1 + (pm'/q~-m')]-~, 
and 
fi(P) ~- E1 + (qm-~'/pm')]-,. 
This machine achieves zero probability of error under either hypothesis as 
m ~ 0% if m' is adjusted such that 







Hi Hi • . . H I Ho ° . . H o Ho Ho 
A class of asymptotically optimal deterministic automata. 
The asymptotic optimality of the above deterministic machine guarantees 
that, given P0 and Pl ,  there exists a b < oo such that the deterministic machine 
with the addition of b extra bits of memory has a lower probability of error 
for all p than the optimal m-state randomized automaton. In this case, while b 
is independent of m, it is dependent on Po and p l ,  and can become arbitrarily 
large for some problems. 
IV .  SOME VARIATIONS ON THE THEME 
Consider the following variation of problem (14), 
H 0 :p  >Pr(Z~ = l) vs. H l :p  <Pr (Z i  = 1), (20) 
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where Z1, Z2 ,... is a given random binary string of independent, identically 
distributed random variables with Pr(Z~ = 1)= P4 and Pr(Z~ = 0) 
(1 --  P,) = qa • That is, p~ is known only implicitly by means of the random 
string Z 1 , Z 2 -'- . Shubert (1974a) studied a similar variation of simple hypothesis 
testing. The design of the optimal automaton for this case seems difficult, since 
the decision maker must, in some sense, estimate p~ and at the same time attempt 
to resolve the hypotheses. However, straightforward analysis hows that the class 
of minimax machines presented in Fig. 3 e-achieves the lower bounds on a(p) 
and ~(p) given in (17) and (18) for the modified problem (20). 
(H,O) {H,O) (H,O) 
IT, t) (T, I) (T, I) 
d: H, H H " • • H H H o 
FIG. 3. A class of automata for problem (20). In states 2 to (m -- 1) decision H stands 
for H0 or/-/1 with equal probability. 
The notation in Fig. 3 is to be interpreted as follows. Event causing transitions 
to the right is given by : X ~ H and Z = 0, denoted by (H, 0). Similarly, the 
transitions to the left occur on (T, 1). The other two possible inputs cause self- 
transitions which are deleted from the diagram for clarity. Also the transitions 
away from the extreme states 1 and m, and the decisions in states 2 to (m -- 1) 
involve artificial randomization. 
Suppose we interpret he X's  and Z's of the problem (20) as the outcomes of 
tossing two coins A and B respectively. Then problem (20) is equivalent to 
Ho : PA > PB VS. /t] : PA  < PB, (21) 
where PA and PB are the biases towards heads of the two coins. Further, since 
PA > Pz(PA < PB) if and only if PA + qB > 1 (PA -t- qB < 1), interchanging 
the labels H and T of the outcome of tossing coin B results in the equivalent 
problem, 
Ho : PA -~- PB > 1 VS. /41 : PA @ PB < 1. (22) 
We define a(PA, PB) as the probability of error achieved by the machine given 
coins -//and B and if H o if true; fi(PA, PB) is similarly defined. The automata 
of Fig. 3, with appropriate changes, remain minimax for the problems (21) and 
(22). (The reader is reminded that the minimax probability of error is 1/2 for 
these problems.) They also e-achieve the lower bounds on o~(pA, PB) and 
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fl(Px, PB) achievable by any minimax optimal machine. These can be obtained 
from (17) and (18) through approrpiate substitutions. 
inf ~(Px, PB) -= [1 + (pxqB/qApB)~-l] -~ 
= I1 -AT (t)APB/qAqB)fa--1] -1 
inf [3(pA, PB) ~- [1 ~- (qAPB/pAqB)m-1] -1
= [l + (qAqB/pAPB)~--l] -1
for problem (21), 
for problem (22). (23) 
for problem (21), 
for problem (22). (24) 
In the foregoing, we have assumed that the two coins are tossed simultaneously. 
Cover and Hellman (1970) consider problem (21) under the constraint that only 
one of the coins is to be tossed at each instant. The fol]owing bounds can be 
derived from their work for this case (again restricting the infimum to minimax 
optimal machines), 
inf ot(pA, PB) = [1 + (maX(pA/pB, qB/qA))m--1]  for problem (21), 
rn--1 --1 = [1 + (max(pA/q~, PB/qA)) ] for problem (22). (25) 
m-1 -1 inf 15(pA, PB) = [1 -1- (max(qA/qB, PB/P. )) ] for problem (21), 
= [1 + (max(qa/PB, q~/pA))'n-a] -~ for problem (22). (26) 
For purposes of comparison, we present in Fig. 4a and 4b the Cover-Hellman 
class of machines for problem (21). The machine in Fig. 4a e-achieves the lower 
bound if PA + PB < 1, and Fig. 4b is the z-optimal class for PA + PB > 1. 
O(A)=H O(A)=H O(A):H 
O(B)=H O(B)=H O(B)=H 
d: H, H H • • • H H H o 
® 
O(B) = T O(B)=T O(B) =T 
O(A) = T 0 (A) = T 0 (A) = T 
d: Hf H H ° ° • H H H o 
® 
FIG. 4. Cover-ttellman automata: (a) for PA "-I- PB < 1, and (b) for PA + PB > 1. 
In states 2 to (m -- 1) decision H stands for 1-10 or H 1 with equal probability. 
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Appropriate modifications in the labels of the input stream in Fig. 4a and 
Fig. 4b result in the corresponding e-optimal c/asses for problem (22) for the 
cases PA > PB and PA < Pg, respectively. The notation used in these figures 
is as follows. At each state coin A or B is chosen with equal probability. The 
arrow O(A) = H means: transit if the outcome of tossing A is H. Other transi- 
tions are similarly explained. As usual self loops are omitted. 
Thus if simultaneous tossing is not permitted, there exists no single class of 
machines that e-achieves (25)-(26). Also, problems (21) and (22) can be viewed 
as duals since the construction of the optimal solution for one of these problems 
requires having solved its dual, of equal complexity. Moreover, if the solution 
to the dual is not available, then with the addition of less than two bits of memory, 
we can use the scheme in Fig. 3 to do better than the bounds (25)-(26). (The 
additional memory is to be used to remember the result of the previous toss and 
to input the pair of results every other instant o the machine in Fig. 3.) 
Clearly, all these machines require artificial randomization. In general, 
the amount of memory, measured in bits, to be added to deterministic machines 
to achieve a lower error probability than the corresponding optimal m-state 
randomized machine, while finite, may be dependent on problem parameters 
and thus may be unbounded, as in the case discussed at the end of Section II I .  
(Also see Hellman and Cover, 1971 and Hellman, 1972.) However, for all 
problems considered in this section, the number of extra bits to be added is 
bounded, independent of m, Pa and PB- 
The deterministic machine represented by Fig. 5 with 2m states achieves a 
(H,T) 
(H,T) (hi,T) ~ ~  " 
. . . . .  
I (T,H) (T,H) (T,H) 
(T,H) 
d:  H I H~ H I • • • H i H o • • • H o H o H o 
FIG. 5. A deterministic automaton for problem (21) with simultaneous tossing. 
lower error probability, for all flA and p~, than the corresponding minimax 
randomized class for problem (21) with simultaneous tossing allowed. That is, 
the additional memory required is at most 1 bit. Transitions to the right occur 
on (H, T), i.e., a H on coin A and a T on B. Transitions to the left occur on 
(I', H). The other inputs cause self-transitions which are deleted in the diagram. 
Problem (21) with nonsimultaneous tossing as well as problem (22) in both 
versions can be handled with straightforward modifications. 
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Our approach in this paper has been to view a compound problem as a collec- 
tion of simple hypothesis testing problems, and to choose the best machine for 
the problem with the smallest ),. A sufficient condition for this to yield the 
minimax solution is given by 
inf sup P~(,z; ~)  = sup inf P~(~z; ~), (27) 
where ~ is an arbitrary simple hypothesis testing problem in the collection, 
and Pe(~; ~)  is the probability of error, max(o~(~; ),  fi(~; ~)), of the machine ~z, 
on problem #.  A direct way to see if (27) applies is to design the best machine 
~z*~ for the "worst" problem ~w and check that 
eo(~; ;~)  <~ Po(~; ;~w) (28) 
is valid for all ~ va Pw. That (28) is necessary and sufficient for (27) follows 
from the game-theoretic notion of "saddle-points." All the compound problems 
considered so far in this paper satisfy the minimax condition (27), and Theorem 1 
is an explicit statement of this for problem (1). However, the following examples 
fail to satisfy (27), 
Ho : p = po vs. Hl : p v~ po 
and 
H 0 :pe{0.7, 0.2} vs. H 1 :pe{0.8, 0.1}. 
The design of minimax automata for compound problems failing to satisfy 
(27) is an open problem. On the other hand, problems need not be restricted to 
Bernoulli variables for condition (27) to be satisfied, and minimax machines 
along the lines suggested in this paper to be available. 
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